
LAMIROL 33 
 
 
Unique solution which puts together all advantages of roll laminator and pouch 
laminator in one device. Thanks to LamiRol 33 you can extend the possibilities of 
your desktop laminator and you can use it as a roll laminator. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Lamirol 33 

is an optimal solution 
for laminating of 
relatively low printing 
volumes. 

Anywhere with inquiry 
for high variability 
and necessity for fast 
& reliable style with 
minimum waste at 
once LamiRol becomes 
the right partner. 

Why to laminate by using this solution? 

1. Opportunity to use thin laminating films: If you use the thin film in roll – 
25 or 38 mic thickness the lamination costs are much lower than costs for 
using thicker films 75, 125, 250 mic. or laminating with pouches.  

2. Opportunity for one side lamination only: If the thickness of laminated 
offset paper is 160g/m2 (200g/m2 for digital printing paper) you can laminate 
with 25 mic. PP film on one side only!  

3. Variability: in few seconds you can change the laminator application: from 
roll to pouch laminating and vice versa.  

4. Universality: You can use your LamiRol 33 with any roll infraheated 
laminator which provides the possibility to remove the roll space top cover.  

5. 2 and 1/4" (57 mm) laminating core: the most current paper core for an 
easy affordability of your favourite laminating film! You can get a 3" (75 mm) 
core reduction unit for the widest rolls.  

6. Low price of laminating film: laminating film in roll is generally much 
cheaper than laminating pouches.  

7. Quickness and minimizing of waste: Thanks to LamiRol´s clever design is 
the positioning of laminated document on running film much easier! It 
minimizes loss of material by following cut of laminated documents and makes 
the whole following processing faster.  

8. Minimal investment: If you had your own suitable laminator your 
investment to LamiRol 33 is minimal in comparison to purchase of a new roll 
laminator.  

9. Space modesty: LamiRol 33 does not ask for more space then the desktop 
pouch laminator itself which is being used together with LamiRol 33.  

 
 

   


